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"The dayspring from on high hath visited 
us, to give light to them that sit in darkness 
and in the shadow of death, to guide our




By Clifford Church ZJranM'aal
. Yea, I have a goodly heritage . . . 
Psalms 16:6
'The Church of the Nazarene has passed its infancy and is entering into its 
second forty years. And arbitrarily and realistically we are the second gener­
ation. Most of us have not had to forge a church from the ecclesiasticisms of the 
past, nor shape a polity from the polities of the old-line churches, nor define our 
theology from the multitudinous interpretations of the Holy Scriptures. This has 
already been prepared for us.
And I am in agreement with our beloved Dr. Chapman. He said that we have 
about enough laws to guide our people in the way of holiness, sufficient church 
machinery to keep a balance of laity and clergy and the business of our church 
running smoothly, and the correct interpretation of the Scriptures to guide our 
people into a personal experience of heart holiness. We just need the continued and 
repeated anointing of the Spirit of the Lord upon us to fill our machinery with the 
oil of His blessing.
And here in Africa we might also be dubbed second-generation missionaries, 
for the pioneers of this work have already made tracks before us.
I stood and preached to a compound room full of Shangaan men. I wished to 
point out to them the contrast between the way of Christ, which most of them had 
found, and the way of their ancestors. For more than thirty years the gospel has 
been preached among these black people, and already the second generation is 
beginning to appear even among our native Nazarenes. Hoping to inspire these 
people to greater service and dedication to the way of holiness, I asked how many 
had parents who were Christians before them. Out of fifty black men, only two 
could raise their hands to testify that their parents had found the Way of Light. 
The parents of these men had watched the witch doctor throw bones, burn injured 
flesh., chant over sick bodies. Their parents had trusted in black magic. Only 
they, these black men before me, were first-generation Nazarenes.
What a contrast in my mind to memories of Sunday school with its picture 
leaflets, to times of victory around the altar when souls prayed through, to times 
of blessing when saints marched down the aisle praising God! And it was a jolt to 
my optimism that only two out of fifty had any Christian heritage.
From my heart went up a cry. 0 God, help us to teach these people the way 
of God, to show the radiance of the Lord, to lighten their heathen heritage with 
love and light, so that they too can rejoice in the words of the Psalmist, “Yea, I 
have a goodly heritage.” And the generations of native Nazarenes in the days to 
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Things That Are Sure
'T'he new year offers 
J- little hope of security.
The world situation is not 
bright. Opposition to 
Christian teaching is 
breaking out in new 
places. A recent report 
from Egypt indicates that 
crosses are being placed on the homes of Chris­
tians to designate the occupants as objects of 
persecution. Atheistic Communism claims a bil­
lion followers, almost half of the world’s popu­
lation.
A spirit of restlessness characterizes the day. 
Strikes are increasing. The following record of 
such uprisings in three atom bomb plants tells the 
story: (1) 18 months of operation, 9 strikes, 208,- 
000 man-hours lost: (2) 10 months of operation, 23 
strikes, 744,000 man-hours lost; (3) 12 months of 
operation, 15 strikes, 131,000 man-hours lost. This 
means that 1,083,000 man-hours were lost in the 
past year and one-half in atom bomb plants alone.
During the past six years national spending has 
reached the amazing total of $26,000,000,000. This 
is $12,000,000,000 more than was spent during the 
previous history of the United States (1789-1945). 
There is no security. In the words of General 
Douglas MacArthur. “There is only opportunity.” 
The Christian is realistic, but optimistic. In the 
face of such circumstances the statement of the 
Apostle Paul is applicable. “We are troubled on 
every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed, 
but not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken: 
cast down, but not destroyed; always bearing 
about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus 
. . . . ” (II Cor. 4: 8-10).
There is no need for distress, no cause for 
despair, no idea of being forsaken or destroyed. 
The cause of Christ will triumph. Of this we
can be certain: the Lord reigneth; the Lord is 
girded with strength; His throne is established; 
His word is sure (Psalms, 93).
Ours is the opportunity to prove to the world 
that the resurrected Christ lives in the hearts of 
His people, that we bear the evidences of His 
death by a continual sacrifice of ourselves for the 
promotion of His work.
The only cure for the world’s ills is the gospel 
of Jesus Christ. Just before North Korea attacked 
South Korea, President Syngman Rhee said. 
“Only where the gospel of Christ has been 
preached and believed can Communism make no 
advance.” Without doubt the Church has what 
the world needs, the only effective weapon against 
atheistic Communism and the only source of true 
soul light.
Dr. G. H. Pearson has said: “Practical men will 
yet do, in obedience to Christ, the one thing, as 
always, still practical—use all they have to fulfill 
His command, ‘Go ye into all the world, and 
preach the gospel to every creature.’ ”
Opportunities are unprecedented, but time may 
be limited. With assurance and abandon let us 
give our best to the Master during 1952.
Enlarge the place of thy tent, and let them 
stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations: 
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In Memoriam
J am taking this medium to reach the thousands 
of people who mourn with us the passing of my 
beloved mother.
On behalf of my family and myself I wish to 
express our deep gratitude for the kind sympa­
thies expressed by your many cards, letters, tele­
grams, and flowers and most of all for your prayers.
We have lost a loving and devoted mother and 
you have lost a true friend and one that gave her life 
to her church and missions, and shove all to God.
■—W. C. Fitkin
The memory of the life and service of our Sister Susan N. Fitkin, founder and general 
president emeritus of our Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society, will ever be a challenge to 
the women of the Church of the Nazarene as they lift their eyes to her horizons and press 
forward in their foreign missionary efforts. Louise R. Chapman, General President
Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society
The unselfish service of Sister Fitkin to the Church of the Nazarene and to its foreign 
missionary interests can be evaluated and rewarded only in eternity. A noble saint has 
left us. A. K. Bracken
The personality of Sister Fitkin radiated with charm, holy optimism, and dynamic en­
thusiasm. History will record her as one of the great women of the nation. Her love for 
holiness and missions will continue to be the emphasis of the church.
Roy H. Cantrell
Mrs. Susan B. Fitkin was a great leader of women. Through God she inspired her sisters 
in the Lord to look upon the fields which lay so white unto harvest and to accomplish the 
salvation of so many heathen of the earth. Al Ramquist
Sister Fitkin was a tower of strength to the cause of foreign missions. She made an eter­
nal investment that will bring forth dividends until Jesus comes. May God bless her memory.
Harold W. Reed
Mrs. Susan Fitkin in founding the Woman’s Foreign Missionary Society and directing 
its growth and work so many years, together with her great Christian spirit and ministry, 
made a large and deeply appreciated contribution to the Kingdom work and the Church of 
the Nazarene. God bless her memory. A. E. Sanner
As a Nazarene for almost thirty years I have always spelled Sister Fitkin’s name as 
“Mrs. Foreign Missions.” Her life and memoryare outstanding.
L. M. Spangenberg
A great, compassionate, and sacrificial servant of God rests in the glory of her victory. 
Sister S. N. Fitkin was a thrilling example of Jesus’ love and devotion to a lost world.
Paul Updike
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“We Do Not Need God’s Help”
By C. Warren Jones, D.D.
Tn a sense we cannot agree with the above 
statement. Maybe we will not have so much 
opposition if we will modify the statement or state 
more clearly what we mean.
Let us state it this way. When it comes to per­
forming a task, or doing the work we have in 
hand, we do not need God’s help. Of course, all 
of us talk about needing the help of the Lord. 
We even ask Him to help us. Most of us are so 
lazy that we would like to be excused from doing 
anything. We want the Lord to do our part as 
well as His part. This He does not promise to do. 
The majority of people are not doing much more 
than they are obliged to do in order to ease their 
consciences and keep the respect of their friends.
Our trouble is that we are not taking on a large 
enough task. We plan to do something, but we 
plan to do very little. For the most part we plan 
to do that which we feel reasonably sure we can 
do ourselves. What we plan to do we can do 
whether God helps us or not. We plan to do so 
very little, and the tragedy is that oftentimes we 
fail to get the little done. No real, lasting progress 
is made. Then we resort to making excuses.
We are guilty of not planning to do much, not 
taking on a large enough task. We should take on 
a task large enough that we will need God to help 
us if we get it done. Such a course always invites 
the smile of our Heavenly Father. He delights to 
keep His promise and help us with the task. He 
can do “exceeding abundantly above all that we 
ask or think” (Eph. 3:20). Here is another ren­
dering for Romans 4: 21. “And being absolutely 
certain, that whatever promise He is bound by, 
He is able to make good.” Oh, that we would plant 
our feet on His promises, plan to do something 
worth while, do it, and believe for victory!
There are at least three reasons for not attempt­
ing great tasks in order to build the kingdom of 
God. First is the lack of vision. At least it is very 
limited. God is so little, our task is so small, and 
we are so feeble. The devil is powerful, the task 
is too great, the times are against us, and the 
people do not want God. What a tragic condition!
God is great. He was in the days of David. He 
has not lost His greatness. Isaiah declared that 
He was “Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, 
The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.” 
We much prefer to take his word than to listen 
to some of these present-day intellectuals that try 
to rob Jesus Christ of His deity. Our task is great, 
the greatest task ever given to men. It is great 
because of its scope, because of the responsibility 
attached, and because of the possibility of aceom- 
plishment. Our call to the task by God Almighty 
is proof that our great task of evangelizing the 
world can be accomplished. We are not a feeble 
folk. To entertain such an idea is a travesty on 
holiness. “. . . . but the people that do know their 
God shall be strong, and do exploits” (Daniel 
11:32). Our task is great, but our God is great 
and we are well able to possess the land.
A second reason for not undertaking great 
things for God is our lack of faith. Our faith is 
weak. Little faith results in small accomplish­
ments. God’s cause in the earth, a great task, 
demands the exercise of great faith. Livingstone 
and Schmelzenbach furnish proof for the state­
ment. Anderson in Guatemala and Esther Winans 
in Peru add to the evidence. We must have faith 
in God, faith in the church, faith in people, and 
faith in ourselves, that we can fulfill our mission 
in the earth.
Another reason for not attempting great things 
for God is that we are not willing, like the Apostle 
Paul, to spend and be spent in order to see some­
thing accomplished. Paul worked at his job. In 
spite of hindrances and difficulties and much 
opposition from the enemy, he fought a good fight, 
he kept the faith, he finished the course and won 
a crown.
We do not need God’s help if we are going to 
be satisfied to do the little things, those things 
that we can do without His help. The courageous 
and big thing to do is to plan to do the unusual, to 
attempt something big enough that, if we get it 
done, we will need God’s help. That is God’s 
program for us as individuals and as churches. 
Set the goal high enough that our faith will be 
challenged. God will smile upon us, stand by us, 
and pull us over the hill. It will work in revivals, 
in the raising of budgets, in the special offerings, 
and in our major task of reaching the heathen 
with the gospel.
World Day of Prayer
On February 29, 1952, the 
Christians of all nations 
will be called upon to 
unite their faith for divine 
aid in world affairs.
The next issue of The 
Other Sheep will indicate 
more specifically the call 
to prayer and the value of 
such a united emphasis.
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The India I Witnessed on
My Recent Visit
The problem of India, as one observes it, is a 
problem of overpopulation and the underpro­
duction of the necessities of life. India has 350,- 
000,000 of people. The population has increased 
11 to 12 per cent in the last 10 years according to 
the recent census. This increase of population is 
in spite of two facts: (1) that 25 per cent of the 
babies born die before they are one year of age, 
(2) that the life expectancy in India is 27 years.
Oversized families of underfed individuals pre­
sent a rather appalling dilemma. The suffering 
of children and the degradation of womanhood 
are inevitable consequences. These conditions 
together with the economic difficulties that over­
population imposes dictate the necessity of elimi­
nating some of India’s practices; for example, 
child marriage.
Malnutrition is perhaps the really great strug­
gle in India. One hundred million people live on 
the starvation level. Eighty per cent of the people 
have only one meal or less a day. We traveled 
mile after mile where no rain has fallen in over 
four years, where there isn’t a blade of grass ex­
cept in an occasional isolated spot where irrigation 
can be carried on.
The government of the Republic of India is 
doing much to modernize its life and to emanci­
pate its people. It is pitifully short of resources, 
therefore hampered in the attempt to introduce 
industrialization.
It has, however, taken steps to institute a school 
in every village with a population of 700 and over, 
and to establish wells in villages that will insure 
pure water as one means of disease prevention. 
By legislation the franchise has been given to 
what were known as the untouchables, now 
spoken of as the depressed classes. Laws have 
been enacted against discrimination in respect to 
these people. Suttee, or the burning of widows, 
and child marriage have been made illegal. India 
is moving forward.
For one who visits India and observes the 
effects of our mission stations and the influences 
of Christianity upon the people, the answer to the 
questions of India is to be found in the Christian 
religion. You can identify a Christian by what 
his faith in Christ does in him and through him. 
There is release in his looks, an air of well-being 
and of security about him, an openness, a sense of 
self-respect and a purpose.
Christ lifts up life, the whole level of it, into 
decency, dignity, cleanliness and self-respect. You 
can hear Christians in India sing their wonderful 
hymns. When they come to the last line of the 
verse they shout, “Jai Christ”—-“Victory Through 
Christ.” How that shout resounds in their drab 
and desperate world! Here is the one answer to 
the strange enigma of India and its people.
—Bishop Hazen G. Werner, 
Christian Advocate
What Is a Budget?
A budget isn’t sums to me.
It’s happy schoolgirls’ faces;
It’s weary mothers getting well;
It’s light in gloomy places.
It isn’t just long columns full
Of “headachey” addition:
It’s missionaries sailing out 
To fill a great commission.
It’s you and I who’d like to go, 
And send our gifts to prove it.
How wonderful a budget is!




Katar Singh, a Tibetan, was sentenced by the 
Lama of Tshingham to death by torture for pro­
fessing his faith in Christ. Sewn up in a heavy, 
wet yak skin, he was exposed to the heat of the 
sun. The slow process of contraction of this death­
trap is a most awful means of torture. At the 
close of the day the dying man asked to be al­
lowed to write a parting message. It was as 
follows:
I give to Him who gave to me my life, my all, 
His all to be.
My debt to Him, how can I pay, though I may 
live to endless day?
1 ask not one but thousand lives for Him and 
His own sacrifice:
Oh, ivill I then not gladly die for Jesus’ sake, 
and ask not why?
This testimony, uttered in a moment of agony, 
did not go unfruitful, for one of the highest offi­
cials in the Lama’s palace was gripped by the 
martyr’s cry and confessed Christ that same night.
—Herald of His Coming
■1 The Other Sheep
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How Late Is It in India?
By Hazel C. Lee India
T am seriously wondering how much longer the 
clock of time will let us work freely in India.
The papers carry alarming news. There is an 
edge to the independence of India which is be­
coming sharper. Since coming here five years 
ago we have seen some tremendous changes come 
over this land. The respect for white faces as such 
has practically disappeared, which may be as it 
should be. We definitely realize we are strangers 
in a foreign land and allowed to be 
here by the courtesy of the govern­
ment. They want the benefits of 
our hospitals and our schools, but 
how long will they want us to 
preach about our Christ?
Here we are, a comparatively 
small handful of ambassadors 
from the heavenly Kingdom, car­
rying the greatest commission on 
earth from the King of Kings to 
the people of India. The task is 
staggering!
The people of India—jamming 
the buses going on endless journeys, filling the 
trains, bumping along in oxcarts, walking single 
file from village to village or to a nearby bazaar, 
herding the buffalo, shepherding the woolly, 
black sheep, laboring on the roads and in the 
fields, making long, dangerous pilgrimages to 
“holy” places, worshiping at red-painted stones 
along the way, these are the people for whom we 
are responsible! They are caught in a net of 
superstition, fear, fierce caste consciousness, and 
deep religious pride. People for whom He died! 
Living in a land of intrigues and assassinations, 
hearkening to chameleon-like policies, following 
will-o’-the-wisp ideas, dying from stark famine, 
bent by heartbreaking poverty, searching, search­
ing for something they will never find outside 
of the matchless love of Christ! How can the 
leaders say, “Peace, peace,” when there will be 
no peace under Satan’s rule and power?
We sow the Word, seed by seed, dropping it 
where we can, pushing against a black, evil cloud 
until spiritual and physical exhaustion turn us, 
weeping, to our knees. O God, we are so small, 
the task so tremendous! Then we hear the gra­
cious words from the Master, “My word shall not 
return unto me void.” Toil on and on and on, for 
“he that goeth forth and weepeth, bearing pre­
cious seed, shall doubtless come again with re­
joicing, bringing his sheaves with him.”
There is a subtle attack on the minds and bodies 
of our missionaries. Many of them 
are doing the work of several peo­
ple, some plodding on under the 
handicap of daily fevers, sick 
children, the pressure of problems 
with no seeming solution, heart­
breaking letters from sorrowing 
and ill loved ones in the home­
land—yet all in our lives is ex­
pendable that we may turn others 
into His way.
Although we cannot see the fu­
ture, we know there is still a little 
time to continue in the furrow and
to minister to these needy people. Nazarenes in 
America, we need desperate. Spirit-filled prayer 
for our field in India, for our missionaries, for 
our national workers. We need revival fires to 
kindle, blaze, and burn up the evil in the heathen 
heart. More than your money, your kind letters, 
your packages, we need your prayers made with 
groanings that cannot be uttered.
Jesus is coming. The shadows of the day are 
lengthening toward the evening—night is coming 
when no man can work. Looking at Korea and 
China, how late is it in India?
Alone with God
It requires much courage to be alone with God. 
It is then that all of Self, all subtle egotism, is 
searched and hunted out of the soul. Selfishness 
cannot live in His presence. The praise of men 
becomes as dust beneath the feet, and the soul 
trembles even to receive any honor of men, or to 
be recognized in this world as of any worth.
—Amy Carmichael
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A Little Jungle Paradise
By William C. Vaughters
'T'he hurricane light flickered on top of the 
J- missionary ship, the Nazarene “Ambassador,” 
which was anchored a few yards off shore in the 
placid and quiet waters of Bacadilla. A yellow 
moon soon peeped up over the rugged eastern 
mountains and joined the ship’s light in an event­
less night’s watch over the tiny jungle village.
No service was scheduled for the night, but 
several people had gathered at the pastor’s hut 
to talk over some pertinent plans and problems. 
I sat in a hammock out in the open corridor, wait­
ing, thinking—and killing mosquitoes. The pas­
tor’s home was nothing fancy, just a large build­
ing supported by round corner posts buried in 
the ground and interlaced with supporting rafter 
and beam poles securely tied in place with the 
wild rope vine of the jungle and roofed with thick 
palm branches. A wheezing gasoline lamp wasted 
most of its light through the ceilingless opening, 
and the cracks in the cane wall revealed here and 
there patches of cardboard or paper plastered to 
the canes in futile effort to keep out sleep­
disturbing drafts. The light revealed a spotlessly 
clean dirt floor, a mantel-less table, a couple of 
well-placed, dependable boxes, and a spattering 
of faded books neatly arranged in an old make­
shift cabinet. A large white mosquito net hung 
from the slick pole rafters above and covered a 
canvas bed.
Little four-year-old Maurio, the oldest child of 
the pastor, had already crawled into the bed. He 
needed no urging or spanking to bring about his 
decision. Experience had already taught him the 
value of the big white net against the relentless 
attack of his worst enemy, the malaria-carrying 
Anopheles mosquito. The protection of the 
cheesecloth castle is not only sought by the 
babies, but also by the entire family when 
the mosquito plague is at its worst. Sometimes
they retire under their nets as early as seven 
o’clock just to liberate themselves from these 
blood-sucking insects.
If mosquitoes were the only discomfort, that 
would not be so bad. But don Rueben, his wife, 
and two children must live on limited rations; 
they suffer loneliness from isolation; there is no 
medical help in time of emergency; communication 
with the outside world is slow and uncertain; poor 
and inadequate salary, dangers of water, wild 
animals, and poisonous snakes—theirs is a jungle 
life in all of its reality! Complaints? No, not one. 
In all the times that I have visited them they have 
never lifted their voices against the hardships 
they have suffered. “Oh, but they are by nature 
fitted for their jungle ministry,” some might say. 
Quite the contrary. They came from higher and 
healthier land where foqd is abundant and dan­
gers not quite so prevalent. “Then why would 
they choose to go?” you ask. And that brings us 
to the heart of don Rueben himself.
A few years ago when don Rueben Mejicanos, 
the pastor of this jungle outpost, was finishing his 
Bible school career in Coban, he was stricken 
suddenly with the deadly typhus fever. Taken 
from his friends and school companions, he was 
placed in a ward of the dingy Coban hospital. 
Days slipped by. Rueben became worse. Paraly­
sis seized his wasting body, and loving attendants 
cared for him day and night, turning his helpless 
body from one side to the other as he wished. 
The doctor informed him that it would only be a 
matter of days until he would die. Loved ones 
were called. On the eighth day his classmates 
visited him and supposed that they were looking 
upon him for the last time. They returned to their 
classrooms and dormitories. In his great weakness 
Rueben wondered why, after completing his Bible 
course, he should have to die without being able 
to serve. And there upon his deathbed Rueben 
renewed his consecration and begged God to heal 
him just to give him an opportunity to preach 
the gospel and to go anywhere that His divine 
will directed. Classes in the Bible school broke 
out into earnest prayer meetings. The voices of 
natives and missionaries joined in supplication to 
an understanding and loving God for the healing 
of their dying friend.
The miracle happened! The doctor entered the 
room on the ninth day and noted the change. 
“You are a lucky boy,” he said. “From all ap­
pearances you have passed the crisis; I believe you 
are going to live.”
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Guatemala
Don Rueben now feels that the little jungle 
village of Bacadilla is a part of his consecration. 
God, who had been kind enough to heal him, had 
called him and he wanted to go. The fruits of his 
consecration are now developing into maturity. 
With only five families remaining to win, Baca­
dilla will become a little paradise in the jungle 
with every inhabitant of the village attending the 
Church of the Nazarene. Within the past few 
weeks the little church was organized with seven­
teen charter members and with several more on 
the probation list. Since don Rueben’s arrival 
over a year ago, he has enlarged the church 
building to accommodate the growing crowd. He 
has taught his people to tithe, and a number of 
them have dedicated a tenth or more of their 
cultivated products to the work of the church. 
He makes evangelistic trips regularly far into 
the river regions, seeking out families and villages 
and giving to them the good news of salvation.
Dangerous living? Yes! Perils, privations, 
suffering, and sickness? Often! However, these 
hardships serve as a buffer to shine the select 
jewels that will adorn the crown awaiting this 
young native pastor and his faithful wife.
Sounds in the
Haitian Capital
/^lose your eyes and imagine you have just 
awakened in Port-au-Prince. It is Saturday 
morning, the day when all Haiti goes to market. 
Subconsciously you have already been ignoring 
the crowing of hundreds of roosters in order to 
keep asleep, but the steadily increasing volume of 
accumulating noises has roused you to conscious­
ness.
Outside in the street the vendors are already 
bawling out the contents of the bamboo baskets 
balanced on their heads. The steady clip-clop of 
patient burros heavily laden with vegetables or 
charcoal is punctuated by the sharp crack of a 
whip across their flanks and the cry of "Vit!” 
(“Hurry!”) More modern and also more noisy, 
the taxicabs (many 1950 Fords and Chevrolets) 
honk their horns at every intersection and at 
every likely customer.
Bells from the nearby church call the devout 
Catholics to early morning mass. The gay chatter 
of children echoes to your breakfast table as they 
begin their play. The swish of servants’ sandals 
reminds you that those earliest at the market get 
the pick of the vegetables and fruits. Whining 
sirens and motor roar of high-powered cars an­
nounce that the president of the republic is on 
his way to the national palace.
The belated squawking of bleary-eyed chickens 
and turkeys with their feet tied together and 
hanging upside down over the arm or shoulder of 
a servant returning from market reminds you that 
it is just about noon, when the shriek of the 
government whistle suddenly confirms your mus­
ings. At midafternoon, a sound-truck invades your 
street with the jarring rhythms of a Haitian 
meringue or a crooning Crosby tune; but, like a 
radio commercial, sure to follow is the pitch of 
the barker describing the latest bargains available 
for madame at “La Belle Creole.”
Dusk—and dog answers dog across the city 
until all the canine family joins in chorus. Then, 
during supper you gradually realize that the first 
few Saturday night drums have already begun 
their inevitable pulsation against the steady drone 
of crickets in the tropic night. Soon voices are 
added to the drums and an occasional trumpet as 
the bambush gets under way—or it may be a 
genuine voodoo ceremony.
But all these sounds cannot drown out the “still, 
small voice” in the heart of the Christian. And 
none of these noises rings so appealingly as the 
songs of the sanctified in the church on Sunday 
morning.
January, 1952 7
By Paul R. Orjala Haiti
An Open Letter
By Francisco Xavier Ferreira* Cape 'Verde Islands
Front row, left to right: Antonio Gomes de Jesus, Ilidio Silva, Caldeira Marques, 
Everette Howard, Luiz Cunha, Jose Correia, Alvaro Andrade. Back row: Luciano 
de Barros, Antonio Leite, Xavier Ferreira, and Eudo Almeida.
S. Vicente
Cape Verde Islands
Dear Brethren in Christ:
The testimony of an eyewitness always carries weight, and I was a companion of the 
Howards from their first day in Praia. I witnessed the stones which whistled over our 
heads when we went out to evangelize the out skirts of the city; I took part with them in 
prayer in open country, in the valleys, on the plains, and by the seashore. It was a great 
privilege for me to feel and to know what it is to yearn for lost souls. Everette Howard’s 
prayers were not lost in space. They came out of a heart fired by divine love, and at the 
throne of glory they were received by the Father of Light, who welcomed them, and one 
by one Everette Howard received the appropriate answers. During fifteen years sixteen 
men answered the divine call to the ministry of the Word, one of their number being a 
Roman Catholic priest. This represents an average of one man for each eleven months.
It is needless to emphasize the activities of this worker, for facts speak eloquently for 
themselves. The Howards arrived in Cabo Verde fifteen years ago. They found a good 
church on the island of Brava, and some scattered work on the islands of Sto. Antao and 
S. Vicente. Mr. Howard’s predecessor, Joao Dias, was an indefatigable worker and he 
gave of his best to Cabo Verde; but it was necessary to widen the field of action, to train 
workers, and to establish churches, so that the gospel would not only be preached in 
passing, but that it should take root in all the islands, and that the believers should be 
gathered together in communion. This work was to be Everette Howard’s. A jumping-off 
ground for workers was needed, and a base which would offer the best advantages for 
their training. For this base the city of Praia was chosen, so there the Howards went and 
made their headquarters.
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In spite of discouragement from many believers and friends who told them that the 
climate was bad, and that the people were very idolatrous and superstitious, the Howards 
insisted on making of Praia the Antioch of Cabo Verde. The climate did, in fact, under­
mine the health of Sister Howard; but Everette was burning with the desire to save souls 
in Cabo Verde, and thus he showed himself a veritable giant, defying the inclemencies of 
the climate, refusing to be intimidated either by the threats of the fanatically idolatrous 
and superstitious people or by persecution instigated by the enemies of the Word of God. 
He fought bravely for the salvation of Cabo Verde.
The instruction of the converts of Brother Howard was not delayed, because the 
high intelligence which the majority of Cape Verdians possess, owing to the concern of 
parents to educate their children, was an important factor in the carrying out of this work. 
So it was that there arose first the church of Praia and then of Sto. Antao and Mosteiros, of 
Sta. Catarina, of Maio, of S. Filipe, and finally of S. Vicente. At present, including the 
church of Brava, which was already in existence at the time of the Howards’ arrival, the 
number of Nazarene churches is eight. Everette Howard’s dream is not yet complete—he 
had dreamed of opening churches on all the islands; and S. Nicolau, Boa Vista, and Sal 
are still missing. We know and trust that he will continue to pray for the opening of these 
churches.
In our special meetings, when we often experience more intimate spiritual commun­
ion, the pastors are called by the superintendent to leave their own islands for the con­
vention or for the assembly and meet together in Praia to tell what God has done for 
them. During these meetings we all feel cheered and encouraged in the fight against the 
sin which devastates our islands. The blessings which we receive during the days follow­
ing the meetings are innumerable and beyond description. But out of all the conventions 
and assemblies which we have attended, the one which was held during the third week 
of this August surpassed them all. It was so full of detail, so abounding in narrative, and 
so rich in blessing that we shall never forget what we felt and enjoyed there.
From everyone, pastors and laymen, we heard reports of battles, of victories and of 
testimonies so filled with the Holy Spirit that sometimes it seemed that we were in the 
upper room in Jerusalem in the days of Pentecost. We were all filled with the conviction 
that the Lord’s work in these islands is already a force which nothing can destroy. How­
ever, although we enjoyed the happiness and pleasure of the Lord’s presence, we were 
greatly moved and saddened by the thought that our dear mission field superintendent, 
Rev. Everette D. Howard, then in our midst, was presiding at a Cabo Verde convention 
for the last time. The withdrawal of this holy man of God from this field of work means 
a great loss to Cabo Verde.
His wife’s illness has taken him away from our midst, but we are certain that he will 
strive for these islands wherever he may be. His leaving us, after living among us for 
fifteen years, training workers, praying and fasting for the salvation of these people, help­
ing us with advice, with teaching, sharing our sorrows and joys, is the reason that we are 
sad. We are sad but not cast down, for we know that his successor, Earl Mosteller, is a 
man who knows the second work of grace, and who has already given proofs of being an 
indefatigable worker. We also have full confidence in the other missionaries: Clifford 
Gay, the Eadeses, and Lydia Wilke.
On behalf of all the national pastors who have asked me to include their names, I want 
to send to the church our profound thanks for having sent the Howard couple to these 
islands.
The group picture is lasting proof of the work carried out during those fifteen years 
of ministry of the Howards in Cabo Verde.
Please accept our greetings in the love of Him who gave himself to make us brethren.
•Francisco Xavier Ferreira is a national pastor in the Cape Verde Islands. This 
letter, received soon after the departure of the Howards from the Cape Verde 
Islands, has been adapted for use in the "Other Sheep/1 Rev. Everette Howard 




By Samuel W. Hynd
\ frica gives every newcomer a grand welcome 
** from the minute he reaches its shores. Imag­
ine what a thrill it was to wake early in the 
morning, to look out of the porthole of the ship 
after not seeing land for over fourteen days, and 
view, in the morning light, that amazing mass of 
rock rising from the sea, known as Table Moun­
tain, with the lights of Capetown twinkling along 
the shore.
It is a scene which makes even the most phleg­
matic of us feel the same as David did when he 
wrote, “I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills, 
from whence cometh my help.” I could not help 
lifting a prayer heavenward in thanksgiving to 
God for His help in allowing me to reach the land 
to which He called me. Table Mountain just then 
seemed to be a symbol of God’s strength and 
ability to continue to sustain and guide in what 
lay ahead of me.
Capetown contained another great welcome 
when I met my father after a number of years, 
while I prepared for God's task. Johannesburg, 
in the Transvaal, gave me a further welcome when 
I met my mother and my young sister, Margaret.
Greatest of all welcomes came on arrival in 
Swaziland. The new Leper Colony was my first 
stop here, and for the first time I was able to be­
hold one of the greatest answers to prayer we 
have known, and where Miss Elizabeth Cole has 
been laboring. Here I was given a wonderful wel­
come from these maimed people; and it was a 
stirring sight to see some with broken bodies, 
fingers off, toes off, and some with noses repre­
sented only by two hollows in the face, singing the 
praises of God. I had seen some of these people 
in the old, tragic surroundings. What a wonderful 
change in their lives has been wrought in just a 
short time because God has come to them and 
Christ has been manifested to them through the 
love and care of our Christian missionaries and 
workers!
At Bremersdorp, where our hospital is located, 
the welcome was a wet one, but this did not 
dampen the spirit of it. This was no ordinary one 
for me because not only was it the arrival of a 
new missionary, but I was one of the sons of this 
very mission station. It was a “home-coming” 
day. I cannot convey to you just how stirred was 
my heart as I entered the church, climbed the 
platform to look on that sea of black faces once 
more, some of whom I knew that had grown older, 
but many new faces were as yet strange and un­
known. At last, I had reached the goal of God’s 
high calling, where I might serve Him as best I 
know how. Members of the mission staff, such as 
Dr. Stark and Miss Latta, gave me kind words of 
welcome, and I could not help but feel humbled 
and had to seek God more even at that moment, 
for it seemed they expected so much of me. Their 
sincerity and obvious joy made me feel how great 
was the responsibility about to fall on my shoul­
ders. Under God, I hope and trust I might be 
worthy of the trust given to me by God, the 
Church of the Nazarene, the African Christians, 
and people among whom we labor as soldiers of 
Jesus Christ.
Now I have been here a few weeks and am in 
the process of making the adjustments which 
everyone finds necessary on any foreign field. 
Many are the things to both gladden as well as 
sadden the heart. It is sad to see the darkness 
which still reigns over the people. Satan still 
reigns here in Swaziland as evidenced by many 
things. Every day we meet this in the hospital. 
People come in with broken skulls, spear and 
knife wounds obtained at the beer drinks which 
are so common in this part of Africa. We see the 
scars on the bodies of men, women, and children 
where the witch doctors have made incisions in 
an effort to let out evil spirits. Yes, indeed, I find 
Africa still in darkness and with no hope of seeing 
light except through the gospel of Jesus Christ.
In spite of the darkness there are signs that 
Christ can set these captives free. Recently we 
have had a number of conversions amongst our 
hospital patients. Outstanding among these was 
the conversion of a young prince of the Swazi 
royal kraal. He came very seriously ill with 
obstruction of the bowel, and, although well edu­
cated, had been to the witch doctors, but as a final 
resort for relief came to the hospital.
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After the operation he was able to hear of the 
Christ who loved him and could set him free from 
the sin which bound him. We are happy to tell 
you, especially those who have prayed many 
years that the royal kraal might turn from dark­
ness to light, that at least God has given us one 
small light amongst them and this fine young 
prince claims Christ as his Saviour. Let me beg 
each one to pray for him, that his light will con­
tinue to shine. He has the whole tradition of 
heathen Swaziland against him, and thus he needs 
our prayers above all else.
And now let me end by saying that, as I write, 
I do give thanks to our Lord and Saviour for the 
privilege of serving Him here in Africa. Dr. 
Powers told us he had ceased to feel sorry for the 
missionaries, for they were a privileged group of 
people; and that is exactly how I feel and wish to 
continue to serve Him so that one day I might 
have a greater welcome in heaven. Pray for 
Africa, for Swaziland, that the powers of dark­
ness might be overcome. We must pray, for God 
is able!
PRAY f°r our missi°naries in Guatemala. Recent­
ly Ruth Hess wrote about the hazards of 
this mission field: “You may have read of 
the great tragedy in Peten occurring last 
Saturday (October 27) when a plane 
crashed killing twenty-seven. This is the 
worst plane crash in the history of Guate­
mala. There has been a wonderful safety 
record. We thank the Lord that the In­
grams were not on that plane, and pray His 
protection over them as they visit the 
churches of that remote section. At their 
age it is not too easy to travel by mule into 
the interior, which they have done. Word 
came that when Sister Ingram left one of 
the villages she had quite a cold. However, 
there is a good deal of sickness among the 
other missionaries. Mrs. Sedat has been 
quite ill, also Mrs. Vaughters. Others are 
also not too well. ,We would appreciate 
your prayers.”
PRAY for our missionaries in India. From L. C. 
1 1 Fritzlan comes this word: “It would be 
hard to exaggerate the work done by Dr. 
Witthoff and Miss Chappell and their In­
dian colleagues to prevent a spread of the 
plague. The arrival of Dr. Speicher will 
almost be the salvation, physically speak­
ing, of them both. They especially need 
your prayers.” Late word from India re­
ports that the plague danger has lifted.
PRAY for our deputation workers. Robert Chung 
has requested, “Please remember us in 
your prayers.”
PRAYf or God to continue protecting the children 
of our missionaries. The dangers that they 
face on the mission field are many. Recent­
ly Hazel Lee wrote from India: “My little 
girl was very ill with tick fever .... but 
God wonderfully touched her body and 
with the use of chloromycetin she was well 
in a remarkably short time. Last month my 
baby boy was rescued from the horns of a 
bullock and also from being bitten by a 
cobra.” Mollie Ray Browning has also been 
extremely ill with appendicitis and also 
typhoid fever, and her little sister Nancy 
recently was sick with scarletina and tonsil­
litis.
PRAYf- the work in Jordan. S. C. Krikorian 
states: “This country is passing through 
some abnormal states since the assassina­
tion of our king. The future course of the 
state is still unknown. All God’s people are 
praying that it may be according to His 
will.”
Somebody Prayed
Somebody prayed, and refreshing rain 
Fell on the parching grass and grain, 
Cooling, reviving; the drought was stayed 
And food was growing—for somebody prayed. 
Somebody prayed, and a hospital grew, 
With long, cool windows and lovely view, 
With clean, white cots for fevered heads, 
And white-capped nurses with gentle tread. 
Somebody prayed, and peaceful rest 
Sweetly came to the troubled breast, 
Bringing new hope where anguish before 
Crushed and darkened the life pathway o’er. 
Somebody prayed, and across the sea 
The old, old story of Calvary, 
With its new, sweet meaning of love untold, 
To the waiting millions’ hearts was told. 
Somebody prayed! O gift divine!
Linked with service for yours and mine; 
Communing each day with the living Lord, 





Top: When the church at Hope Road was start­
ed, this congregation worshiped in a small 
building that at one time was a dance hall.
Right: This white coral stone church with its 
adjoining parsonage, called the Boling-Hinch 
Memorial, is a more suitable place of worship 
than the old hall formerly used. Notice the 
curious outsiders looking through the win­
dows during a church service.
Ky Mrs. A. O. Henricks
\ t the very northern point of this quaint little 
island, overlooking the beautiful Atlantic, 
stands this lovely new church built of white coral 
stone.
In former years our missionaries were able to 
secure a good-sized building site opposite the gov­
ernment dispensary in the parish of St. Lucy. The 
only building available at that time was an old 
dance hall. This was purchased, dedicated for 
holy service, and, although very inadequate, 
served the purpose until God spoke again. The 
call was answered, an$ the work was done.
The Nazarenes at Hope Road prayed earnestly 
and became 100 per cent tithers. Although their 
meager earnings were insufficient, they continued 
believing God for a new stone church.
In a Western city of our United States God had 
a handmaiden: a semi-invalid and well advanced 
in years. Although she is not a member of the 
Church of the Nazarene, when she learned of this 
great need, and also realized her dollars would 
net great dividends for God’s kingdom through 
many years to come, this woman of God sent a 
draft sufficient to erect this lovely white coral 
stone church. The old board church was rebuilt 
into a manse (parsonage), enabling the pastor to 
live by the church instead of three miles away. 
This same lady provided a bicycle for the little 
lady pastor at Hope Road. Our Lord doeth great 
things.
^arladoi
Sunday, October 7, the dedication of this church 
was an outstanding event; the church was made 
a memorial to this faithful woman of God and to 
her brother, who sent Mrs. Hendricks to Barbados 
fifteen years ago. With the district co-operating, 
a unique program was rendered. Our good people 
sang and shouted the praises of God. Along with 
other gifts, a fine offering was presented. After 
an appropriate message from Daniel 2:32, the 
district superintendent offered the dedicatory 
prayer, and the afternoon service closed in a spirit 
of triumph.
The Sunday night service opened a two-week 
revival effort. The church was well filled, and the 
day climaxed by twelve seeking their Lord at an 
old-fashioned altar of prayer. We are claiming 
many victories for our wonderful Lord. Continue 
praying for us.
My Consecration
I am willing ....
To take what Thou givest;
To lack what Thou withholdest;
To relinquish what Thou takest;
To go where Thou commandest;
To be what Thou requirest;
I am, O Lord, wholly and forever Thine.
(This consecration was written in the flyleaf of 
Mrs. Fitkin’s Bible.)
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Missionary Alphabet
A. Ask of me, and I shall give thee the heathen 
for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts 
of the earth for thy possession.—Psalms 2:8.
B. Behold, I have set before thee an open door, 
and no man can shut it.—Rev. 3:8.
C. Come ye after me. and I will make you to 
become fishers of men.—Mark 1:17.
D. Declare his glory among the heathen; his 
marvelous works among all nations.—I 
Chron. 16: 24.
E. Enlarge the place of thy tent, and let them 
stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations: 
spare not, lengthen thy cords, and strengthen 
thy stakes.—Isa. 54: 2.
F. For God so loved the world, that he gave his 
only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth 
in him should not perish, but have everlasting 
life.—John 3:16.
G. Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, bap­
tizing them in the name of the Father, and 
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching 
them to observe all things whatsoever I have 
commanded you: and, lo, I am with alway, 
even unto the end of the world.—Matt. 
28:19, 20.
H. How then shall they call on him in whom 
they have not believed? and how shall they 
believe in him of whom they have not heard? 
and how shall they hear without a preacher? 
and how shall they preach except they be 
sent? as it is written, How beautiful are the 
feet of them that preach the gospel of peace, 
and bring glad tidings of good things!— 
Romans 10:14, 15.
I. I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: 
for it is the power of God unto salvation to 
every one that believeth; to the Jew first, and 
also to the Greek.—Romans 1:16.
J. Jesus went forth, and saw a great multitude, 
and was moved with compassion toward 
them, and he healed their sick.—Matt. 14:14.
K. Knock, and it shall be opened unto you: for 
every one that asketh receiveth; and he that 
seeketh findeth; and to him that knocketh it 
shall be opened.—Matt. 7: 7, 8.
L. Let him that heareth say, Come. And let him 
that is athirst come. And whosoever will, let 
him take the water of life freely.—Rev. 22:17.
M. Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of de­
cision: for the day of the Lord is near in the 
valley of decision.—Joel 3:14.
N. Now they which were scattered abroad upon 
the persecution that arose about Stephen 
traveled as far as Phenice, and Cyprus, and 
Antioch, preaching the word .... And the 
hand of the Lord was with them: and a great 
number believed, and turned unto the Lord. 
—Acts 11:19, 21.
O. O house of Israel, cannot I do with you as 
this potter? saith the Lord. Behold, as the 
clay is in the potter’s hand, so are ye in mine 
hand.—Jer. 18: 6.
P. Put ye in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe: 
come, get you down; for the press is full, the 
fats overflow; for their wickedness is great.— 
Joel 3:13.
Q. Quench not the Spirit. Despise not prophe- 
syings.—I Thess. 5:19, 20.
R. Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a 
reproach to any people.—Prov. 14: 34.
S. Say not ye, There are yet four months, and 
then cometh harvest? behold, I say unto you. 
Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields; for 
they are white already to harvest.—John 
4: 35.
T. Therefore said he unto them, The harvest 
truly is great, but the labourers are few: pray 
ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he 
would send forth labourers into his harvest.— 
Luke 10:2.
U. Unto him that is able to keep you from falling, 
and to present you faultless before the pres­
ence of his glory with exceeding joy, to the 
only wise God our Saviour, be glory and 
majesty, dominion and power, both now and 
ever. Amen.—Jude 24, 25.
V. Verily I say unto you, Inasmuch as ye have 
done it unto one of the least of these my 
brethren, ye have done it unto me.—Matt. 
25:40.
W. We know that we are of God, and the whole 
world lieth in wickedness.—I John 5:19.
X. Except the Lord build the house, they labour 
in vain that build it: except the Lord keep 
the city, the watchman waketh but in vain.— 
Psalms 127:1.
Y. Ye are the light of the world. A city that is 
set on an hill cannot be hid.—Matt. 5:14.
Z. As soon as Zion travailed, she brought forth 
her children.—Isa. 66:8.
—Compiled by Susan Westhafer
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FEBRUARY EMPHASIS—RELIEF AND RETIREMENT
TO ALL DISTRICT AND LOCAL PRESIDENTS
RELIEF AND RETIREMENT SECRETARIES:
VE ARE DEPENDING ON YOU TO STAND BY OUR MANY NEEDY AND RETIRED 
MISSIONARIES, BY DOING YOUR BEST FOR THE RELIEF AND RETIREMENT 
AND MEMORIAL ROLL FUND.
LOIS W. COLLINS,
Gen Sec'y. Relief and Retirement and
1 Memorial Roll Fund.
IS YOUR MESSAGE COMPLETE? EXTRA WORDS COST ONLY A FEW CENTS.
VOTRE MESSAGE EST-IL CLAIR £T COMPS-ET? LES MOTS SUPPLEMENTAIRES CoOtENT A PEINE QUELQUES CENTS.
GENERAL PRESIDENT’S 
NOTES
A new year 
is ours for 
God. A good 
start is a bat­




tle before it 
is fought. Let 
us start well 
and plan for 
victory.
This spring we will go to our Gen­
eral Convention; therefore we must 
get our work all finished early in 
the year. All goals should be reached, 
all dues and other obligations met.
Let us plan for and expect a year of 
victory with the completion of all 
unfinished tasks and a readiness for 
every challenge that may be ours 
this coming quadrennium.
A happy new year and a blessed 
opportunity of service to the Master 
is my wish to every one of our host 
of missionary society members the 
world around.
MY IMPRESSIONS OF 
CASA ROBLES
A few weeks ago it was my privilege 
to spend a few days at Casa Robles 
with our retired missionaries. As I 
looked over the grounds, saw the love­
ly new cottages, and felt the atmos­
phere akin to a mission station, 
although far removed, my heart re­
joiced over what has been accom­
plished in so short a time by the 
Church of the Nazarene for its “Mes­
sengers of the Cross.” There I saw 
Africa, China, Peru, India, and Central 
America as one.
What a wonderful privilege is ours 
today not only in sending out our 
“Messengers of the Cross,” but also in 
providing homes for our “Messengers” 
who have spent and been spent on 
foreign soil for the greater part of 
their lives!
When you pray, remember to pray 
for that stalwart group of warriors at 
Casa Robles, Temple City, California, 
who have borne the burdens in the 
heat of the day. Your prayers and 
your giving for our retired mission­
aries at Casa Robles will be much 
appreciated, and, best of all, God will 
pour out His blessings upon you as 
you pray for this most worthy project.
Lorraine O. Schultz
(Returning to Africa in January, 1952)
A NEW YEAR MOTTO
I asked the New Year for some motto 
sweet,
Some rule of life with which to guide 
my feet.
I asked and paused; he answered, soft 
and low,
“God’s will to know.”
“Will knowledge, then, suffice, New 
Year?” I cried;
And ere the question into silence died 
The answer came, “Nay; but remem­
ber, too, 
God’s will to do."
Once more I asked, “Is there no more 
to tell?"
And once again the answer softly fell, 
“Yes; this one thing, all other things 
above,
God’s will to love.”
—Selected




House has had sev­
eral requests for a 
W.F.M.S. secretary's 
book. I am sorry that 
we do not have one. 
However, if the de­
mand warrants it, I 
will be glad to see 
what we can do about
providing one for a nominal price. In 
the meantime I suggest you use a 
loose-leaf notebook for your records.
When Dr. Hendricks was still in his 
teens, he lay in a Minneapolis hospital, 
weighing only eighty-three pounds. 
The doctors had given him up to die. 
It was there God showed him a picture 
of a lost world and told him if he 
would preach for Him He would heal 
him. God very definitely healed him
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of t.b., and in a week’s time Dr. Hen­
dricks was out of that old Minneapolis 
hospital and witnessing to the people 
in his own home town. Since then he 
has put in nearly fifty-two years in 
the Nazarene ministry.
—Mrs. A. O. Hendricks
CONVENTION BRIEFS
Arizona—June 5
The Annual District W.F.M.S. Con­
vention of Arizona District was held 
at the First Church of the Nazarene, 
Phoenix, Arizona, June 5. Our very 
efficient district president, Mrs. M. L. 
Mann, presided. Rev. Leo Baldwin, 
returned district superintendent of 
Hawaii, brought us the high lights of 
our work there. Pictures of the 
Islands were enjoyed by all. We can 
and will do more for missions.
Mrs. A. J. Tosu, 
Supt. of Publicity
North Carolina—September 25
The Eleventh Annual W.F.M.S. Con­
vention of the North Carolina District 
convened September 25, at the Greens­
boro Central Church with Mrs. C. E. 
Shumake, our district president, pre­
siding.
Mrs. D. I. Vanderpool was our 
morning speaker. She brought us a 
vivid picture of the life of our mis­
sionaries in Cuba, describing the sacri­
fice and obstacles associated with 
rearing children in a foreign country. 
We were thoughtful and prayerful 
after hearing the need.
Dr. D. I. Vanderpool closed the con­
vention with a stirring message.
Mrs. S. R. Thompson, 
Corresponding Secretary
Georgia—October 9
The Georgia District W.F.M.S. Con­
vention was held at Moultrie, Georgia, 
Responsive Readings, Installation Services, 
Poems, Plays, Exercises, Readings, and Songs 
are now available in
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with our district president, Mrs. Bruce 
B. Hall, presiding.
Reports were encouraging and 
showed progress. A spirit of love and 
unity was manifest throughout the 
Convention.
Mrs. Faith Cochran Coolidge, 
daughter of our beloved missionaries 
in Argentina, brought a stirring mes­
sage. We accepted the challenge to 
increase our efforts and meet every 
goal that lies before us.
Mrs. Dorothy Tankersley, Reporter
I have recently received word from 
the Department of Commerce as fol­
lows: “For destinations other than 
those behind the ‘iron curtain,’ Hong 
Kong and Macao, limited quantities of 
drugs or medicinals requiring pre­
scriptions (such as sulfonamides, aati- 
biotics, etc.) may be shipped under 
General License ‘GLV’ which author­
izes the exportation from the United 
States when valued at less than 
$100.00.”
If your medical box contains anti- 
biotios, sulfas, or any drug requiring 
a doctor’s prescription,
1. Mark your parcel 
“General License GLV 
No Export License Required.”




Perhaps you have never thought of 
the great blessing leap year brings— 
the blessing of an extra day. How 
shall I use these twenty-four extra 
hours? Why not spend a great portion 
of them in prayer for a revival in your 
own heart, in your own church and 
community? Then pray that God will 
have mercy upon our own beloved 
country and upon the world.
The W.F.M.S. is designating this 
extra day, February 29, as a day of 
special prayer. We trust that every 
Nazarene church in every land will 
join in twenty-four hours of continu­
ous prayer. Plan now to set aside this 
day, midnight to midnight, as a day 
of intercession. Meet in groups at the 
church for prayer at times when all 
can participate. Meet in the homes. 
Pray individually. Pray.
FEBRUARY 29 
NAZARENE DAY OF 
PRAYER 
WORLD DAY OF PRAYER 
(Nothing in this proposed plan for 
twenty-four hours of continuous 
prayer will interfere with your co­
operation in the World Day of Prayer 
observation in your local community.)
ALABASTER CORNER 
THE ALABASTER BOX 
A Alabaster boxes show 
L Love for those who do not know— 
A Africans and Japanese, 
B Barbarians—we hear their pleas. 
A All the money goes to build 
S Schools and hospitals on the field, 
T Tabernacles, houses, too;
E Every mission needs a few.
R Reach and give in all amounts— 
Every dime and quarter counts.
B Bless our money, Lord, we pray. 
O Others can be saved today.
X Xamine pocketbook and heart, 
And help us each to do our part.
Treva Van Nortwick
FEBRUARY IS ALABASTER BOX 
OPENING MONTH
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BOYS’ and GIRLS’ Page
Edited by Miss Mary E. Cove, 124 Phillips St., Wollaston. Mass.
Hello Again, Boys and Girls!
A very happy New Year’s to all of you! Keep­
ing a promise is a good way to begin the new 
year; isn’t it? So here goes, I promised that I 
would put something on this page about those 
queer little boats called caballitos, or “little 
horses.” You probably will enjoy tracing these 
pictures on thin paper, coloring them, and pasting 
them on the long sheet of paper in your “Lighted 
Pictures” box, with the light to shine through and 
brighten them up. (If you haven’t this Lighted 
Pictures box, look in the directions sheet of the 
handwork sets for the Junior Society. It will tell 
all about them there.)
In your Junior Society you will be studying 
about Peru this month. These pictures were sent 
by Mrs. Taylor, our missionary in Peru. She, 
with her husband and youngest girl, Pauline 
Esther, are in the picture on this page. We appre­
ciate her help with our Junior work; don’t we?
By the way, we’d love to have our missionaries in 
many countries send in pictures to your “Big 
Sister” for this page. Sometimes we have too few. 
It advertises their work when they do this.
Now about these caballitos. Isn’t this a cute 
little girl, having a ride in one of these boats! 
Her daddy is a fisherman. I guess he knows all 
about how to manage the boat, but it looks as if 
it would tip very easily.
The other picture shows the boats better. They 
are standing up to dry out. They are made of a
sort of cane, something like bamboo. Many pieces 
of the cane are bound to a rough framework. 
They are so light that they skim over the bay, in 
Peru, very fast.
Next month I will tell you about a boy, Allen 
Guy Obando, who won his high school teacher to 
Jesus Christ. Ask your supervisors to be sure to 
use these pages in your Junior Society lessons on 
Peru.
And you are all going to pray a New Year’s 
prayer, aren't you? Ask God to make you a brave, 
true follower of Jesus Christ, all through 1952.
Lots of love from your “Big Sister,'’
Mary E. Cove
A NOTE TO SUPERVISORS 
Have You Been Using This Fine Book 
of Stories?
The book in the Senior Reading Course, A 
Sower Went Forth, by Helen Temple, is a book 
of stories about our Latin American fields. It is 
full of very interesting incidents which super­
visors can use with great profit as extra material 
in their Junior Society missionary meetings.
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A New Year’s Prayer
Jn Christ the mind of God is clear. The Father’s hidden purpose breaks out. This 
is true because Christ always lived to please His Father, and thus God s plan for 
the rescue of the world is clearly seen.
Jesus taught His disciples to pray, “Thy will be done. Certainly this is an ideal 
prayer for the new year. Note what is involved in this petition.
Resignation. This is not a passive submission to the inevitable. It is a definite 
and determined acceptance. It is something to acknowledge and receive. A calam­
ity has come. Broken health or a staggering loss overtakes the Christian and he 
says, “God means me well. Thy will be done.”
Consecration. Let no one think that this petition indicates a cessation of ef­
fort. It is an alert and vigorous loyalty. It is something to find. The Christian is 
alert to discover God’s will in every circumstance of life. There is no listening to 
the overtures of the enemy. Such a Christian is not a “Mr. Facing-both-ways,’ as 
John Bunyan suggests. It is settled that the will of God will be done when it 
becomes known.
Participation. Besides involving a definite and determined acceptance and an 
alert and vigorous loyalty, this petition suggests an eager and ready service. The 
will of God is something to do. It is a task to perform. The gospel must be preached 
to every creature.
“Men of Christ’s Church today are playing at missions. We are not playing 
at war. There are multiplied billions for defense of our nation. There are pennies 
to carry out Christ’s Great Commission.
“Every church should aim to give a minimum of one dollar for foreign mis­
sions for every dollar that is spent at home.
“Every Christian seminary and training school should aim to send at least 50 
per cent of its graduates to make Christ known where His name has never been 
named.
“The highest number of foreign missionaries at any one time has been 35,000, 
to work among a thousand million people, while in America there are at least a 
million full-time workers to minister to 150,000,000 people.”
Dr. R. C. McQuilkin charges the Church with indifference in carrying out the 
will of God. “Men . . . .” The Church is forced to accept this indictment and ac­
knowledge its need of diligence in promoting the gospel.
The purpose is clear. We must evangelize to a finish, which means that every 
tribe must receive the good news of salvation through Jesus Christ. This is the will 
of God.
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Incorporate the use of these slides in your missionary emphasis program. Colored pictures 
compel absorbing interest, drive home their message with superb clarity.
Write today for full information.
Department of Foreign Missions
2323 Troost Avenue
Kansas City. Missouri
Make the missionary message hit home!
